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Abstract

the design in [1] as a special case. We also delineate the
performance achieved when low-complexity sub-optimal
decoding is employed.
Notation: Upper (lower) bold face letters will be used for
matrices (column vectors). Superscript H will denote Hermitian, and T transpose. We will reserve ⊗ for the Kronecker product; diag[x] will stand for a diagonal matrix
with x on its main diagonal; and Z(j) will denote the integer ring, with elements p + jq with p, q ∈ Z.

Multi-antenna systems allow for a significant increase in
transmission rates of coherent wireless transmissions over
Rayleigh fading channels. Various multi-antenna designs
have been developed in recent years targeting either highperformance, or, high rate. In this paper, we design a layered space-time (ST) scheme equipped with linear complex field (LCF) coding, which enables full diversity with
full rate, for any number of transmit- and receive-antennas
through either flat or non-flat fading channels. Our theoretical claims are confirmed by simulations.
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Introduction

Rapid increase of cellular service subscribers and wireless
applications has stipulated tremendous research efforts in
developing systems that support reliable high rate transmissions over wireless channels. However, these developments must cope with challenges such as multipath fading, as well as bandwidth, and power limitations. Multiantenna systems on the other hand, allow for a significant increase in the capacity of coherent wireless links,
when communicating over flat Rayleigh fading channels
[3]. Various multi-antenna designs have been developed
targeting either high-performance through space-time coding (STC), or, high rate through layered transmissions:
VBLAST [13], DBLAST [2], or, threaded ST (TST) [4].
Recently, STC has been combined with LCF codes (see
e.g., [6]) or other (e.g., trellis) codes to collect joint space
and multipath diversity. VBLAST and DBLAST schemes
have also been employed to improve transmission rates
over frequency-selective channels [14]. However, none of
these existing schemes achieves full diversity and full rate
simultaneously.
In this paper, we design a layered space-time scheme
equipped with linear complex field (LCF) coding, which
enables full diversity and full rate (FDFR) not only for flatfading channels, but also for frequency-, or, time-selective
channels. When the number of transmit-antennas is Nt =
2 and the channels are flat fading, our design subsumes

ŝ

Figure 1: Equivalent MIMO model
The information bearing symbols {s(i)} are drawn
from a finite alphabet As , and parsed into blocks of size
N × 1, so that s := [s(1), . . . , s(N )]T . Every block s is
Ng
split in sub-blocks (groups) {sg }g=1
, each of length Nsub ;
hence, N = Nsub Ng , where Ng is the number of groups.
Ng
per group is an Nsub × Nsub
The LCF encoder {Θg }g=1
matrix with entries drawn from the complex field. Each
sub-block sg is coded linearly (via Θg ) to obtain a coded
sub-block as: ug := Θg sg (hence the term LCF). We
define an LCF coded group ug as one layer, and Ng as
the number of layers per information block. Concatenating
Ng
{ug }g=1
we obtain the N × 1 block u which contains all
the LCF coded symbols from s.
Every N × 1 block u is further mapped to Nt blocks
t
{cµ }N
µ=1 of size P × 1, with each block cµ transmitted through the µth antenna. Each LCF coded symbol in
u will be transmitted through one transmit antenna per
time slot. This general transmitter structure subsumes
VBLAST, DBLAST, and TST as special cases.
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System Model

Consider the system in Figure 1 with Nt transmit- and
Nr receive-antennae.
Space Time
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Let hν,µ (n) be the channel associated with the µth
transmit-antenna, and the νth receive-antenna at the nth
time-slot (or frequency bin). The nth sample at the receivefilter output of the νth antenna can be expressed as:
yν (n) =

Nt


the LCF encoders of the different groups as:
Θg = β g−1 Θ, ∀g ∈ [1, Nt ],

where β is to be designed, and Θ is a unitary Vandermonde
t
matrix with generators {αi }N
i=1 selected as in [15, 5].
With the inner and outer encoders in (5) and (6), after
stacking the receive vectors y(n) into one vector, we have


c(1)


y = (I Nt ⊗ H)  ...  + w.
(7)

hν,µ (n)cµ (n) + wν (n), ∀ν ∈ [1, Nr ], (1)

µ=1

where wν (n) is complex additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) at the νth receive-antenna with mean zero, and
2
variance σw
. Stacking the received samples from different
antennas, we obtain the matrix counter part of (1) as
y(n) = H(n)c(n) + w(n), ∀n ∈ [1, P ],

c(Nt )
Furthermore, based on (5) and (6), we obtain

(2)

c(n) = [(P n D β ) ⊗ θ Tn ]s,

where the (ν, µ)th entry of H(n) is hν,µ (n), and
c(n) := [c1 (n), . . . , cNt (n)]T . Before we pursue timeor frequency-selective fading channels, we consider flatfading channels for which hµ,ν remains invariant during P
time-slots.

3

where the permutation matrix P n , and the diagonal matrix
D β are defined, respectively, as

0
I n−1
P n :=
, D β := diag[1, β, . . . , β Nt −1 ],
I Nt −n+1
0

FDFR over Flat-Fading Channels

For the flat channels dealt with in this section, we drop
the index n.

with θ Tn denoting the nth row of Θ.
By defining H := I Nt ⊗ H, and the unitary matrix


P 1 D β ⊗ θ T1


..
Φ := 
,
.

3.1 LCF-STC codec
Since the channels are invariant over P symbol periods,
the input-output relationship in (2) can be simplified as
Y = HC + W ,

cTNt

cNt (1)

cNt (2)

P Nt D β ⊗ θ TNt

(3)

where Y := [y(1), . . . , y(P )], and
 T 
c1
c1 (1) c1 (2) · · ·
 cT2   c2 (1) c2 (2) · · ·

 
C :=  .  =  .
..
 ..   ..
.
···

c1 (P )
c2 (P )
..
.

we can rewrite (7) compactly as:



y = HΦs + w.



 . (4)

cNt (P )

uNt −1 (2)

···

(8)

Maximum likelihood (ML) decoding can be used to detect
s from y optimally, but with high complexity. Based on
the structure of the system model in (8), sphere decoding
(SD) or semi-definite programming algorithms can be used
to achieve near-optimal performance. The decoding complexity depends on the length of s, which here is N = Nt2 .
When Nt is large, the decoding complexity is high even for
near-ML decoders. To further reduce decoding complexity,
we can resort to sub-optimal (nulling-cancelling based) decoding, which will be outlined next for our problem.
Based on (3) and (5), for the nth time slot, we have


u1 (n)


y(n) = H n  ...  + wn ,
(9)

To achieve the FDFR objective, we need to design both
transmitter and receiver judiciously. Because of the page
limitation, we will just outline the codec design here; see
[8] for detailed exposition.
We select the block length N = Nt2 , and let each subblock (and thus each layer) have length Nt , for a total of
Ng = Nt layers. Our FDFR encoder consists of two parts
(see Fig. 1). The inner part called “ST encoder” is an ST
mapping that we design as [7]:


u1 (1)
uNt (2)
· · · u2 (Nt )
 u2 (1)
u1 (2)
· · · u3 (Nt )


(5)
C= .
..
..  ,
 ..
.
···
. 
uNt (1)

(6)

uNt (n)
where H n := HP Tn . For a sub-optimal decoding alternative inspired by the nulling-cancelling (NC) algorithm of
[13], we follow these major steps:
step 1 (nulling): Based on (9), perform QR decomposition for each n;

u1 (Nt )

where uµ (n) denotes the nth element of the µth layer. The
outer part of the transmitter is termed “LCF encoder”. Relying on the algebraic tools developed in [15, 5], we design
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step 2 (sphere-decoding): Supposing the current layer
is the gth layer, use SD to decode it;
step 3 (cancelling): Cancel the gth layer from all the
other layers, then go to step 2) for (g + 1)st layer.
Note that following QR-decomposition, SD is used to guarantee near-optimal performance per layer. We will analyze
the performance for this case in the next subsection. Compared with the near-ML (SD) algorithm, the NC scheme
has lower decoding complexity since in step 2), the SD is
based on a layer of length Nt < Nt2 .

At high SNR, the average (ergodic) capacity is
E[CF R ] ≈ min(Nt , Nr ) log2 γ


min(Nt ,Nr )

λµ 
log2
+ E
bits pcu.(11)
N
t
µ=1
Eq. (11) shows that E[CF R ] increases linearly at high SNR
with slope min(Nt , Nr ) (see also [3]).
The mutual information for the LCF-STC design in
[15], and for the ST orthogonal designs (ST-OD) in [10]
is given, respectively, by

3.2 Performance analysis
To facilitate performance and mutual information analyses, we adopt the following assumption:
AS1) Channel taps hµ,ν are independently and identically
Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance.
We will summarize our major performance results for
the design of Sec. 3.1 (see [8] for proofs).
Proposition 1: For any constellation of sg carved from
Z(j), with the ST encoder in (5), there exists at least one
pair of (Θ, β) in (6) which enables full diversity (Nt Nr )
for the ST transmission in (3). The design of Θ is the same
as that of [15, 5] for dimension Nt , and β can be selected
as the Nt th root of any generator for Θ. The transmission
rate is Nt symbols per channel use (pcu).

CCF =

COD = Rod log2 1+

1
γ H
log2 det I N +
H H bits pcu
Nt
Nt
γ
H H H bits pcu. (10)
= log2 det I Nt +
Nt

CF R =

4

µ=1

γ
λµ
Nt

(13)

FDFR over Non-Flat Channels

Suppose the degrees of freedom in time (delay lag) or
frequency (Doppler) domain are L + 1; i.e., if the channel
is frequency-selective (FIR of order L), then it has L + 1
independent taps; and if the channel is time-selective, then
it has L + 1 bases (see [8] and references therein). It is
not difficult to show that the model (2) can describe, on
a per sub-carrier basis, MIMO-OFDM transmissions over
frequency-selective channels. At the same time, it can also
model MIMO transmissions over time-selective channels.

Since H H H has at most min(Nt , Nr ) non-zero eigenvalues (call them λ1 , . . . , λmin(Nt ,Nr ) ), the mutual information CF R in (10) can be rewritten as
log2 1 +

bits pcu,(12)

where the first equality holds if and only if min(Nt , Nr ) =
1. Closed form expressions of the outage pdf of CF R in
(10) can be computed in some cases (see e.g., [12]). Furthermore, we observe that for fixed Nt > 1 and fixed γ,
the difference between CF R and COD /Rod increases as Nr
increases.
Fig. 2 depicts the cumulative distribution function (cdf)
of the capacity in (10) when Nt = 2, and γ = 10 dB. When
Nr = 1, CF R is the same as COD . This result coincides
with that of [1]. As Nr increases, the gap between CF R
and COD (or CCF ) increases. In Fig. 3, we plot the outage
probability, P(CF R < R) with R = 4 bits pcu. We observe
that FDFR-STC has lower outage probability for any SNR,
and when Nr increases, the diversity order increases and
the gap of performance between our FDFR and ST-OD (or
LCF-STC) increases accordingly.

Suppose the information symbols are Gaussian distributed with zero mean and covariance matrix Rs =
Es I N , and define the average SNR as: γ = Es /N0 . The
mutual information of our FDFR design is [c.f. (8)]:



Nr
Nt 
γ 
|hµ,ν |2
Nt µ=1ν=1

CF R ≥ COD /Rod > CCF ,

3.3 Mutual information analysis

min(Nt ,Nr )

bits pcu,

where Rod denotes the rate for ST-OD.
Comparing the mutual information of the aforementioned ST schemes, we have proved that [8]

Proposition 2 Using nulling and cancelling as proposed
in Section 3.1, when Nr ≥ Nt the design in (5) achieves diversity of order Nt (Nr − Nt + g) for the gth decoded layer,
when there is no error propagation. When error propagation is accounted for, the system performance is dominated
by the worst layer, and the system diversity order becomes
Nt (Nr − Nt + 1), that of the worst layer’s diversity.
Simulated performance results can be found in [8].

CF R =

Nr
Nt

1 
log2 1+γ
|hµ,ν |2
Nt µ=1
ν=1

bits pcu.
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diversity is (Nr − Nt + 1)Nt (L + 1).
The general proof of Proposition 3 is provided in [9].
For brevity and clarity, we will prove it here for (Nt , L) =
(2, 1). For notational convenience, we consider frequencyselective channels, and select N = Nt (L + 1). Note that
if we collect samples per receive antenna, then (2) can be
rewritten as
Nt
(µ,ν)
y (ν) = µ=1
D h cµ + w(ν) ,
(16)

probability P(C < Cout)

1
0.9

Cout
CF
Cout
OD

0.8

Cout
FDFR

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Nr =1

(µ,ν)

where D h
:= diag[F L+1 h(µ,ν) ], with F L+1 denoting the first L + 1 columns of FFT matrix, and h(µ,ν)
standing for the L + 1 taps of the (µ, ν)th channel. Us(µ,ν)
(µ,ν)
ing the property that Dh cµ = D (µ)
with
c F L+1 h
(µ)
D c = diag[cµ ], we obtain [c.f. (16)]

Nr =5

Nr =2

0.1
0
0

2

4
6
8
out
capacity C (bits pcu)

10

12

Figure 2: Capacity CDF

y (ν) = Λh(ν) + w(ν) , ν ∈ [1, Nr ],

0

10

LCF−STC
ST−OD
FDFR

where Λ :=
and h
=
(1,ν) T
[(h
) · · · (h
) ] . Based on pairwise-error probability analysis (see e.g., [10]), we know that to achieve full
diversity (Nt Nr (L + 1)), the matrix Λ has to be full rank
(Nt (L + 1)) for any non-zero error pattern s − s = 0.
When (Nt , L) = (2, 1) and N = 4, we can write matrix
Λ as:


c1 (1)
c1 (1)
c2 (1)
c2 (1)
c1 (2) jc1 (2) c2 (2) jc2 (2) 

Λ=
(18)
c1 (3) −c1 (3) c2 (3) −c2 (3)  .
c1 (4) −jc1 (4) c2 (4) −jc2 (4)

−1

probability P(C < R)
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Considering the ST mapping in (15) and LCF encoding as

Figure 3: Outage probability with R = 4 bits pcu

u1 = Θs1 , u2 = βΘs2 ,
we obtain that the determinant of Λ in terms of sg and
(Θ, β) is given by:

Now let us stack the received blocks y(n) from N timeslots (or subcarriers/frequency-bins) as
 



c(1)
w(1)
H(1)
  ..   .. 

..
y=
  .  +  .  . (14)
.
H(N )

c(N )

(17)
(ν)

(Nt )
[D (1)
F L+1 ],
c F L+1 · · · D c
(Nt ,ν) T T

det (Λ) = 2j

−2

4


2


θ Tn s1 + β 2

n=1

w(N )

+ (θ T1 s1 )(θ T4 s1 )

The SD algorithm can then be employed to find the nearoptimum estimate of the information block s. Note that the
block size is larger than the one for flat-fading channels,
simply because L > 0.
On this more general model, we have established the
following result on performance:
Proposition 3: If each channel is frequency- (or time)selective with L + 1 taps (or bases), then to enable FDFR,
the ST matrix can be designed as (15) shown at the top
of the page. The LCF encoder depends on the pair (Θ, β),
where the generator of the Nt (L+1)×Nt (L+1) matrix Θ
and β are designed according to [15, 5]. If at the receiver,
SD is used, then the maximum diversity (Nt Nr (L + 1))
is achieved. If NC decoding is employed, then the system

3


θ Tn s1

n=1

+

n=1

θ Tn s2

4


θ Tn s2 + (θ T1 s2 )(θ T4 s2 )

θ Tn s1

θ Tn s2

n=3

n=2
2


4


3


θ Tn s1

n=2

− 2β 4

n=3

4


θ Tn s2

.

(19)

n=1

Note that (19) is a polynomial in β Nt with coefficients in
Z(j) if sg ∈ Z(j). To guarantee the coefficients of det(Λ)
in β Nt are zero simultaneously, when s−s = 0, we design
Θ according to [5, 15, 8]. In this special case, we select Θ
as:

π
2π
3π 
ej 8
ej 8
1 ej 8
5π
10π
15π
1 1 ej 8
ej 8
ej 8 
.
Θ= 
(20)
9π
18π
27π
2 1 ej 8
ej 8
ej 8 
1 ej
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13π
8

ej

26π
8

ej

39π
8



u1 (1)
 u2 (1)

C= .
 ..
uNt (1)

···
···
···
···

u2 (Nt )
u3 (Nt )
..
.

u1 (Nt + 1)
u2 (Nt + 1)
..
.

u1 (Nt )

uNt (Nt + 1)

Given Θ, we can view det(Λ) as a polynomial in β Nt
with coefficients in Z(j). Using the method in [5, 15, 8],
we can find β Nt such that ∀s − s = 0, det(Λ) = 0. 
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We compare our FDFR with an existing scheme [6],
for (Nt , Nr , L) = (2, 2, 1). To maintain transmission rate
R = 4 bits pcu, we use QPSK for our FDFR scheme, and
16QAM for the GSTF in [6] (note that the rate deduction
due to the cyclic prefix is not accounted for here). SD algorithm is used for GSTF and both SD and NC are tested
for our FDFR scheme. Fig. 4 depicts the simulated performance. Reading from the bit-error rate (BER) curves’
slope, we validate our theoretical results in Proposition 3.
Because our FDFR can afford smaller constellation sizes,
it outperforms GSTF by more than 8 dB. But even with
NC decoding, our FDFR achieves performance similar to
GSTF. The price we pay here is decoding complexity.
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Figure 4: FDFR over frequency-selective channels
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